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OTHER LOGO, THE SAME WAY

For those who want to hear I reiterate: The only brand in Spain lost still available in the rest of the world.
For he that will hear ... The Fédératione Cynologique Internationale has lied in his final statement in order to
intimidate our members.
For those who want to hear ... People unscrupulous has echoed these lies to try to make your own water mill.
But as I have been the founder of this option canine that has hosted under her mantle of protection and free
to anyone who decided to leave Belgium, option that has served and much to assist the enlargement of many
entities, today we have to unify criteria and somehow centralize our activities and our adherents.
Because our headquarters in Spain we are obliged to introduce the new logo under the symbol FCM
(Federación Canina Mundial) and the call to unify your documentation provided with the freedom that has
characterized us since our inception.
Shortly we will be uniting our websites and all documentation both graphical and surfer.
I cannot conclude this statement without alert you on alleged entity attempting to grow at the expense of lies
and slander. These are people who have serious charges in their own countries (nothing to do with dog
breeding) but that its involvement with them what they will get is discrediting the activities as has already
happened in several places. Of course, everyone is free to go anywhere ... but there are places where it is
difficult to return.
So I urge you to continue on the same path, now with a new logo.
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